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Abstract
We report the results of a search for an excess of 3γ+X events in 0.83±0.05 fb−1 of data collected
by the DØ experiment at the Tevatron during the period 2002-2005. We estimate the backgrounds
that are dominated by Direct Triphoton Production(DTP) and observe no excess of events above the
Standard Model prediction. Thus, we set constraints on production rates of a fermiophobic Higgs
boson in Two Higgs Doublet and Triplet Higgs Models.
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Theoretical Motivation

The Standard Model describes our world at current experimentally accessible energies. However, the
exact mechanism for EWSB remains a mystery. The spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism
requires a single doublet of complex scalar fields. But does Nature follow this minimalistic version
or does it require a multi-Higgs sector or something completely different?
In a more general framework where the parameter content of the theory is richer, we may expect
deviations from the SM predictions in the form of significant changes in the Higgs boson discovery
signatures. One such example is the so-called "fermiophobic" Higgs boson, which has suppressed
couplings to all fermions. It may arise in a variety of models (e.g. [1]). A variation of this theme is
the Higgs boson in certain top-color models, which may couple only to heavy quarks [2]. Some even
more exotic possibilities have been suggested in the context of theories with large extra dimensions
[3]. Finally, in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), the width into bb̄ pairs can be
suppressed due to 1-loop supersymmetry (SUSY) corrections, thus enhancing the branching ratios of
a light Higgs boson into more exotic signatures [4, 5]. In all these cases, for masses mh < 100 GeV/c2
the Higgs boson decays to photon pairs [6]. Decays are mediated through a W or a heavy quark loop.
Experimental searches for fermiophobic higgs (h f ) at LEP and the Tevatron have yielded negative results. Mass limits have been set in a benchmark model that assumes that coupling h f VV
(V ≡ W ± , Z) has the same strength as in the Standard Model and that all fermion Branching Ratios
(BR) are exactly zero. Combination of results obtained by the LEP collaborations OPAL [7], DELPHI [8], ALEPH [9], and L3 [10] yielded lower bound mh > 108.3 GeV/c2 . This result was obtained
utilizing channel e+ e− → h f Z, h f → γγ. In Run 1 of the Tevatron, the limits on mh f from the DØ
and CDF collaborations are respectively 78.5 GeV/c2 [11] and 82 GeV/c2 [12] at 95% C.L., using
the mechanism qq0 → V ∗ h f V, h f → γγ, with the dominant contribution coming from V = W ± . A
preliminary search in the inclusive 2γ + X channel has been performed with 190 pb−1 of Run 2a data
[15]. For an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1 , Run 2 will extend the coverage of mh f in the benchmark model slightly beyond that of LEP [13, 14]. In addition, Run 2 will be sensitive to the region
110 < mh f < 160 GeV/c2 and BR(h f → γγ) > 4% which could not be probed at LEP.
However, the h f VV coupling in a specific model could be suppressed relative to the hSMVV
coupling by a mixing angle1 , leading to a weakening of the above mass limits. If this suppression
were quite severe (h f VV /hSMVV < 0.1), a very light h f (mh f  100 GeV/c2 ) would have eluded
the searches at LEP and the Tevatron Run 1 in production mechanisms that rely upon the h f VV coupling. Therefore it is of interest to consider other production mechanisms for h f which may allow
observable rates if the h f VV coupling is suppressed. Since the couplings h f VV and h f V H (where H
is another Higgs boson in the model) are complementary, two LEP collaborations, i.e. OPAL [7] and
DELPHI [8], also searched for fermiophobic Higgs bosons in the channel e+ e− → A0 h f , and ruled
out the region mA + mh f < 160 GeV/c2 . However, a very light mh f < 50 GeV/c2 is still possible if mA
is sufficiently heavy.
An alternative production mechanism that also depends on the complementary h f V H coupling is
1 An

angle that diagonalizes the CP-even Higgs matrix.
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the process qq0 → V ∗ → h f H ± . Such a mechanism is exclusive to hadron colliders, and can offer
promising rates in Run 2 of the Tevatron provided that mH ± in not too far above its present mass
bound of mH ± > 90 GeV/c2 [16, 17, 18]. In fermiophobic models the decay H ± → h f W (∗) can have
a larger BR than the conventional decays H ± → tb, τν. This would lead to double h f production.
In this study we perform a search for the inclusive production of multi-photon (3 or 4) final states
through the mechanism:
p p̄ → h f H ± → h f h f W ± → γγγ(γ) + X.

(1)

In the Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) the multi-photon signature arises in the parameter
space mh f < 90 GeVc2 , mH ± < 200 GeVc2 , and tan β > 1. In this region, BR(h f → γγ) ≈ 1 and
BR(H ± → h f W ± )≈1, leading to a 4γ + leptons or jets signature. The multi-photon signature has the
added virtue of very small background rates, in contrast to the conventional searches for single h f
production in the channels γγ + V and γγ + X. In [18] it was shown that the multi-photon signal can
be observed in a large fraction of the mh f × mH ± plane at the Tevatron Run 2. In fact, at 95% C.L.
Run 2 will be able to exclude Higgs masses up to mH ± < 270 GeVc2 for very light mh f , or mh f < 100
2
GeV/c2 for m±
H ≈ 100 GeVc .
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Signal

For the generation of the signal process we used leading order generation from the PYTHIA [19] event
generator. We use qi q̄ j → H ± h higgs pair-production process with a cascade higgs decay H ± → W ± h
and a subsequent hadronic decay mode of the W-boson2 . Together with CTEQ6L1 [20] parton distribution functions, PYTHIA is used for simulation of the rest of the events. Full detector simulation
was produced for mass points of: mh = 30 GeV/c2 and mh = 50 GeV/c2 , with mH = 150 GeV/c2 .
For other mass points that were not processed with the full detector simulation, including those with
mH ± = 100 GeV/c2 , we use generator level output (MadGraph II[21]) to extrapolate the acceptance.

3

Data Analysis

3.1

Particle Identification

Photons and electrons are identified in two steps: the selection of the electromagnetic (EM) clusters,
and then subsequent separation into those caused by photons or electrons. EM clusters are selected
from calorimeter clusters by requiring that (i): at least 97% of the energy be deposited in the EM
section of the calorimeter, (ii): the calorimeter isolation3 to be less than 0.07, (iii): the transverse
2 We

use hadronic mode to calculate the overall signal acceptance. This choice introduces underestimation of signal
selection efficiency (due to lower photon-id rate in the presence of jets), and thus results in more conservative results.
3 Isolation is defined as [E (0.4) − E
tot
EM (0.2)]/EEM (0.2), where Etot (0.4) is the total shower energy in a cone of radius
p
R = (∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 = 0.4, and EEM (0.2) is the EM energy in a cone R = 0.2
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Figure 1: Spectrum of pT -ordered photons in signal MC for characteristic signal point: m f = 50 GeV/c2 ,
mH ± = 150 GeV/c2 . Distributions are normalized to the total number of events.

shower profile to be consistent with those expected for an EM shower, and (iv) the scalar pT sum for
all tracks originating from the primary vertex in an annulus of 0.05 < R < 0.4 around the cluster be
less than 2 GeV. The cluster is then defined as an electron if there is a reconstructed track associated
with it and a photon otherwise. Jets are reconstructed using the iterative, midpoint cone algorithm
[22] with a cone size of R = 0.5.

3.2

Tri-photon Data Sample

We select events with three or more photons in the central calorimeter (|η| < 1.1) with ET -ordered
cuts on their transverse energies: ET1,2,3 > 30, 20, and 15 GeV/c2 (see Fig. 1). Any additional photon,
if found, is required to have ET > 15 GeV. Events are required to have primary vertex with |zvtx | < 60
cm from the geometrical center of the detector.

3.3

Backgrounds

There are two major sources of the background events. The first comes from the events in which
jets or electrons were misidentified as photons. Major sources of these backgrounds are Z(→ ee)γ,
W (→ eν)γγ, 3 j, 2 jγ, and j2γ. The other source comes from Direct Triphoton Production (DTP), i.e.
Direct Diphoton Production along with the FSR/ISR photon. The contribution of fake events arising
from detector noise is estimated to be negligible.
3

3.3.1

Backgrounds With Misidentified Photons

The estimation of the contribution of events from Zγ production is done from a sample of {e, e, γ}
events. We observe 131 such events. The contribution from this process is obtained by weighting
the observed number of events with the probability for an electron to be misidentified as a photon
3γ
2
( fe→γ = 0.014 ± 0.001): nZγ = NZγ · fe→γ
= 0.026 events.
The identification of other backgrounds that contain a W ± boson is more involved because they
do not have a resonant production on which to make a selection. Therefore, we use the following
selection: the contribution of processes with a W ± is estimated from {e, γ, γ} events, after the Zγ
contribution has been subtracted.
We observe 7 events with two photons and one electron. We expect some of them to come from Zγ
eγγ
with one lost track: nZγ = NZγ · 2 · fe→γ = 3.7 events. An upper limit estimate of the number of events
with a W ± boson and two photons (real or fake) is 7 − 3.7 = 3.3 events. Thus, their contribution is
3γ
3γ
also small and comparable to nZγ : nW γγ = 3.3 · 0.014 = 0.046 events. The overall contribution from
processes with W or Z is therefore:
3γ

nW /Z+X = 0.072 ± 0.036 events.

(2)

QCD backgrounds to the 3γ + X final state come from direct (fragmentation) photons and/or EMlike jets (denoted by j). They come from the four possible combinations of jets and photons: { j, j, j},
{ j, j, γ}, { j, γ, γ}, and {γ, γ, γ}. The last component can, in principle, contain the Higgs signal. The
number of 3γ events that were produced can be obtained by solving four linear equations: ~n = Ê · ~N,
where ~n = (n ppp , n f pp , n f f p , n f f f ) denotes a vector of observed events (p=pass, f = fail4 photon
selection) and ~N = (Nγγγ , N jγγ , N j jγ , N j j j ) denotes produced events. And Ê is a 4 × 4 efficiency
matrix:

ε3s
ε2s εb
εs ε2b
ε3b
 3(1 − εs )ε2s
ε2s (1 − εb ) + 2(1 − εs )εs εb
ε2b (1 − εs ) + 2(1 − εb )εb εs
3(1 − εb )ε2b 


3(1 − εs )2 εs εb (1 − εs )2 + 2(1 − εs )(1 − εb )εs εs (1 − εb )2 + 2(1 − εb )(1 − εs )εb 3(1 − εb )2 εb  (3)
(1 − εs )3
(1 − εs )2 (1 − εb )
(1 − εs )(1 − εb )2
(1 − εb )3


Here the signal and background efficiencies are the probability of a photon and a jet to pass photon-id
cuts. The corresponding numerical values are εs ≡ εγ = 0.75 ± 0.05 and εb ≡ f j→γ = 0.043 ± 0.004.
These numbers can be understood as effective photon efficiency and jet fake rate in this background
sample. Slight difference in the pT spectrum between { j, j, j}, {γ, j, j}, and {γ, γ, j} samples results
in additional 3% uncertainty.
The following numbers of events observed are: ~n = (5, 27, 169, 246). The solution of four linear
equations gives us the number of events that were produced in the collisions: ~N = (10.1, 19.1, 175, 233).
Thus, the QCD contribution from { j, j, j}, { j, j, γ}, and { j, γ, γ} processes is estimated to be:
4 To

remove electrons from W’s and Z’s, physics objects that fail photon cuts are required not to have associated track.
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3γ

nQCD = 0.72 ± 0.15 events.

(4)

Thus, the total background that comes from events with at least on misidentified photon is estimated
to be
3γ

n f ake = 0.8 ± 0.15 events.
3.3.2

(5)

Direct Tri-Photon Background

We estimate the DTP background in the following way. We scale the corrected number of di-photon
events observed in data (N γγ (Data)) with the rate at which one would expect to observe a third photon
in Direct-Diphoton-Production (DDP) processes from PYTHIA:
3γ

NDT P =

Nγγγ (MC) γγ
· N (Data) · ρ.
Nγγ(MC)

(6)

Here, because the di-photon data sample contains a non-negligible fraction of γ + j and j + j events,
2γ
2γ
2γ
2γ
we apply a purity factor, ρ = nDDP /(nDDP + nγ+ j + n j+ j ).
We extract ρ from data using a matrix method similar to the one employed in the previous section.
This time, however, we compose a 3 × 3 efficiency matrix and relate contributions from {γ, γ}, {γ, j},
and { j, j} processes to the ni, j numbers of observed two-body events. Here, indices i and j can be
p or f , and as before, p( f ) indicates – "passed(failed) the photon-id cuts". The number of observed
events that pass/fail photon cuts is given by the following expression: ~n = (n pp , n p f , n f f ) = (3.5 ·
103 , 37.3 · 103 , 108.1 · 103 ).
The contributions of W /Z + X to {γ, γ} are found to be negligible in comparison with the total di-photon count, and thus we proceed with solving for the number of produced events: ~N =
{Nγγ , N jγ , N j j } = {3.7 · 103 , 37.4 · 103 , 107.8 · 103 }. This gives individual contributions to he ob2γ
2γ
2γ
served diphoton final state: {nγ+ j , n j+ j , nDDP } = {1.2 · 103 , 0.2 · 103 , 2.1 · 103 }, resulting in purity:
2γ

2γ

2γ

2γ

ρ = nDDP /(nDDP + nγ+ j + n j+ j ) = 0.61 ± 0.12.
Now, we can proceed with the estimation of DTP. From PYTHIA MC of DDP events, the fraction
3γ
−3 and gives the estimated DTP background as:
of DTM is found to be nDT P /ntotal
DDP = (1.3 ± 0.4) · 10
3γ

nDT P = 2.73 ± 0.55 events.
3.3.3

(7)

Total Background
3γ

The total background to the 3γ + X final state is estimated to be the sum of nDT P = 2.73 ± 0.55 and
3γ
n f ake = 0.80±0.15: nbkg = 3.5±0.6 events. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the di-photon invariant
5

mass in data and from the expected backgrounds. Note that each event contributes three histogram
entries (three possible photon-photon combinations), e.g. for data there are 15 entries, although we
observe 5 events. The overall agreement is good and we can see that the data follow the general shape
of the background.
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Figure 2: Distribution of two-body invariant mass for 3γ + X events observed in data and expected SM background. Note that each event contributes three entries – m1,2 , m1,3 , and m2,3 . One event which contributes
entries m2,3 = 54.2 GeV/c2 and m1,3 = 165 GeV/c2 also has an entry which is not shown – m1,2 = 236 GeV/c2 .
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Signal-Background discriminant

Let us recall that the underlying signal event has four photons and two jets or a lepton from a W . Each
object is quite energetic carrying on average 10-20 GeV/c of momentum in the transverse plane. Thus
a system of only three photons recoiling against the rest of the event would be rather imbalanced in
pT , with the recoil particle(s) carrying away the rest of the collision energy. Background events, on
the other hand are expected to be balanced in pT . The total transfer momentum of a 3-body system
can be written as
v
u
u
HT ≡ t

3

!2

∑ pix

3

+

i=1

∑ piy

i=1

6

!2
.

(8)

where the sum goes over the 3 objects passing photon selection and all other event requirements. Any
4-particle background event with one of the particles failing the selection cuts will have HT similar to
that found in signal events. However, such background should be suppressed by a factor proportional
to the rate of 4-jet events in the 3-jet sample which is proportional to ≈ 10−3 − 10−2 .
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the transverse momentum of the 3-body system, q
photons for

HT
HT
T
signal MC, and objects that fail photon selection in data. From the optimization of εH
s / εs + εb
we obtain an optimal cut value of HTcut = 25 GeV/c. The corresponding efficiencies for the HT requiresignal
bkg
ment are: εHT >25 = 0.92 ± 0.01 and εHT >25 = 0.30 ± 0.01. After this cut the expected background is
reduced to 1.1 events with zero events passing this cut in data:
3γ+X

nSM exp. = 1.1 ± 0.2,
3γ+X

nData obs. =

(9)

0.

(10)

Distribution of 3-body transverse momentum
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Figure 3: Distribution of HT of 3 most energetic central photons in signal MC and in 3 j background in data
sample. A cut HT > 25 GeV/c is found to be 92% efficient for the signal while reducing the background by
70%.
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Limit

In the absence of excess of events in data we proceed with setting an upper limit [23, 24] on the Higgs
boson production cross section allowed by this analysis at the 95% confidence level:
95%
σCL
= 25.3 fb.
s

7

(11)

Number or observed events
Number of expected background events
Integrated Luminosity
Signal Acceptance

value
0
1.1
0.83 fb−1
0.16

uncertainty
–
0.20
0.05
0.03

Table 1: Summary of quantities used in the calculation of the upper cross-section limit.

Limits are calculated using Bayesian statistics with a flat prior probability for the signal cross section.
Quantities used for calculation of this limit are summarized in Table 1. All errors are treated as 100%
uncorrelated.
Figure 4 shows the production cross section for several benchmark points overlaid with the obtained upper limit. A region to the left of the mass at which the exclusion curve intersects the theoretical production cross section corresponds to the excluded mass region of the fermiophobic Higgs.
The benchmark exclusion is as follows:
95% ≥ 66 GeV/c2 for m ± ≤ 100 GeV/c2 , tan β = 3;
• mC.L.
H
h
f

95% ≥ 44 GeV/c2 for m ± ≤ 150 GeV/c2 , tan β = 3;
• mC.L.
H
h
f

95% ≥ 80 GeV/c2 for m ± ≤ 100 GeV/c2 , tan β = 30;
• mC.L.
H
h
f

95% ≥ 50 GeV/c2 for m ± ≤ 150 GeV/c2 , tan β = 30.
• mC.L.
H
h
f

The results shown in Fig. 4 represent the first excluded region for a fermiophobic Higgs boson in the
class of Two Higgs Doublets Models.
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